
B.  Let        an equipped intersection, and                   its outgoing edges.        
sends to vehicles on its ingoing edges, two kind of  information :

- The rate  of occupancy :                                                              

- The average fuel consumption :
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ITS that distribute information between roadside infrastructures and vehicles are one of the most promising solutions to the 
problem of traffic congestion* (travel time, waiting time, fuel consumption) however :
- Centralized solutions require costly investment in installations deployed in urban areas + difficulty to react in real time. 
- Decentralized solutions raise the issues of safety and responsibility in the case of danger + scaling is complex.
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Hybrid solution An hybrid solution between a centralized and a decentralized model : PDLAIS
Partial, Decentralized and Locally Autonomous Information Strategy

Travel-Time Consumption 

compromise between the travel time and the 
fuel consumption.

C. However  if the intersection considers that there is 
a high cost in time or consumption (higher than a 
threshold (1)) on its outgoing edge, it sends the value:  

A.    In a limited urban area 
(64 intersections) ,the 

intersections most congested 
during peak hours are 

equipped and able 
to communicate. 

If the road is blocked (accident, stopped 
vehicle, roadworks…) 

with

(1)

Vehicle approaching an equipped 
intersection computes its path thanks 

to new information received.

Smooth Way :   a vehicular application in which 
the driver can choose to improve his fuel 
consumption, travel time, or make 
a compromise between both 

appears as the best compromise. 
Improve the fuel consumption has a 
significant impact on the travel time 

Comparison with the same model where the 
equipped intersections are able to communicate with 

a traffic control center: PCCIS -Partial, Centralized 
and Coordinated Information Strategy

Packet Loss on PDLAIS: Nakagami-based formula

distance of the vehicle 
from the intersection 

radio range

Similar results, 
but PDLAIS uses 

less data (no 
communication 

with a traffic 
control center) 

As the information 
received is local, a lost of 

packet  is negligible 
(GCIS -Global and Centralized 

Information Strategy is a centralized 
solution where each vehicle knows 

the state of the traffic in the 
network at each time step)

Communication at strategic points in an 
urban area is able to decrease travel 

time (10%), waiting time (25%) and fuel 
consumption (5%) over the whole area. 

30% of equipped 
intersections introduces 

a noise and produces 
worst results than a 

situation without 
knowledge.

Improve the fuel 
consumption has a 

significant impact on 
the travel time and 
the waiting time. 

This model could be extended with 
PDCIS - Partial Decentralized 

Coordinated Information
System - where the strategic 

intersections would be able to 
communicate together.
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